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Welcome

The Future Internet is a growth engine, offering new ways for businesses to be innovative and competitive in 

the digital market. World-class European test-bed services offer companies the support they need so they 

can test a beta technology or new idea in controlled environments, before taking them to market.

The Future Internet offers lots of new ways for businesses to be innovative and competitive in their re-

spective markets. New advanced capabilities mean companies are now able to deliver more personalised 

applications, products and services. New revenue streams created by Future Internet technologies are ope-

ning the door to market innovations in ways just not possible a decade ago. Businesses that don’t embrace 

the opportunity will struggle to survive as their competitors disrupt the market.

The European Union’s FIRE initiative (Future Internet Research and Experimentation) has been fundamental 

in enabling the development of cutting-edge test beds. The CI-FIRE 2nd Industry Workshop is an opportu-

nity to showcase these services and explore benefits for companies large and small. We will also be looking 

at some key trends to understand in which ways and how fast the market is evolving. Business perspectives 

are another key feature of this workshop, from FIRE users, business and ICT clusters and the start-up scene.

On behalf of CI-FIRE, I would like to extend my thanks to our co-hosts FUSION, AmpliFIRE and the FanTaa-

Stic Broker Service of the EIT ICT Labs, the experts presenting and acting as panellists, and to all the parti-

cipants for helping to create a better connection between the research community and businesses, and the 

European Commissionfor making the FIRE activities possible through funding and support.

Milon Gupta, Eurescom and Coordinator of CI-FIRE
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CI-FIRE Experimentation-Driven Innovation Cycle & its 
implementation by FanTaaStic

Stefan Covaci, TU Berlin, Serge Fdida, UPMC and Stephanie Parker, Trust-IT Services Ltd

The FIRE initiative (Future Internet Research and Experimentation) aims at turning R&D efforts into new 

paradigms with comprehensive test facilities upon which innovative ideas can be experimented and 

validated. The initiative was launched with the idea of providing European researchers with a large scale 

experimentation platform for future internet technologies.

Building on the FIRE legacy

The CI-FIRE project is supporting the broader and deeper coordination and integration of these activities in 

order to enable the sustainable use of FIRE facilities. For this purpose, CI-FIRE has analysed the sustainability 

potential of European FIRE facilities, has developed an innovation business framework template, and is 

performing an analysis of the use and applicability of this framework by FIRE facilities. 

From the analysis of the current state in sustainability it is clear that the challenge of making FIRE facilities 

sustainable must be addressed from a different perspective and with a more business and market oriented 

approach, aiming to support it through the elaboration of an experimentation-driven innovation cycle.

Experimentation-as-a-Service

If we look at Experimentation or Experimentation-as-a-Service as the product of the FIRE facilities, it is 

very important to understand all the phases, activities and actors of the experimentation-driven innovation 

cycle. Only in this way, it is possible to design a comprehensive sustainability model which meets all the 

requirements and expectations of all the stakeholders. In order to truly achieve sustainability, facilities 

should recognise that there is more to become successful than only running experiments. This involves, 

among other things, developing new services (training, consulting, certification, benchmarking services etc.), 

creating a self-sustaining business model and setting up a proactive marketing policy.

Experimentation-driven innovation cycle

CI-FIRE promotes a comprehensive approach to experimentation and testing in the context of the 

sustainability of FIRE facilities. While in the past considerable effort has been allocated to the “product 

development” and “experimentation” phases by the FIRE test-beds and facilities, little effort has been 

allocated to the “reporting”, “analysis & evaluation” and “decision taking” processes. Understanding the 

phases of the Experimentation-Driven Innovation Cycle and using them via checklists and guidelines as a 

basis for an experimentation-driven innovation business framework is an important step towards improving 

the sustainability of FIRE facilities. 
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The image below illustrates the innovation lifecycle. 

Implementation by the FanTaaStic Broker Service

Sustainability and the best use of developed test-bed infrastructures is highly critical for both FIRE and EIT 

ICT Labs. Many FIRE facilities have now reached a level of maturity that allows them to be opened up for 

a wider use. Today, there is a strong momentum for putting into practice pioneering sustainability models. 

While there are several challenges in offering on-demand test-bed usage on a commercial basis, driving this 

game-changing approach brings exciting new opportunities for test-bed users as well as test-bed providers.

By driving an alternative approach to sustainability, FanTaaStic recognises the need for a more flexible and 

demand-driven approach, moving beyond the current upfront project-based participation towards an on-

demand offer based on a quality service.

FanTaaStic is promoting the concept of experimentally-driven research, working to create a dynamic, 

sustainable, large-scale European experimental facility. The innovation cycle underpinning FanTaaStic 

enables the intelligent development of new systems, from idea or prototype to market. It is a virtuous cycle 

for continuous improvements at each stage. Its rapid iteration is a fail-fast, experiment-driven approach 

that challenges the business roadmap at every milestone, and allowing the validation of assumptions in 

every step of the innovation cycle.

To drive forward this radical new approach to sustainability, FanTaaStic has moved quickly and has already:

»» Produced a business plan, leveraging the eTOM agile business process framework. eTOM (enhanced 
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Telecom Operations Map) is the TM Forum’s blueprint for enabling successful business transformation.

The implementation of eTOM has helped make FanTaaStic efficient, effective and agile. The framework has also 

helped implement a set of services currently missing from the FIRE portfolio as compelling added on features.

Links

CI-FIRE, www.ci-fire.eu 

FanTaaStic, www.testbeds.eu 
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FUSION: Connecting SMEs to the future internet

Roman Kaurson, JCP-Connect, Monique Calisti, Martel Consulting

How SMEs can benefit

World-class European test bed services offer companies the support they need so they can test new 

products and services before taking them to market. All companies developing cloud-based applications, 

mobile games, different types of web-services, multimedia applications and telecommunication services/

products can benefit from those leading-edge test beds. Any company can access and use them for research, 

development and testing of its products/ services.

Examples include the testing of cloud-related and web-based applications, wireless and networking 

equipment, multimedia applications, etc.

Catalogue of Services

5G/MOBILE

Research, development and testing of products/services related to 5G and Mobile broadband in FIRE can be 

performed on 6 facilities. Each facility typically consists of several single test beds (in different geographical 

locations). The six facilities are CREW, WiSHFUL, FLEX, Fed4FIRE, MONROE and RAWFIE. Here we offer some 

examples. 

CREW has established a federated test platform which facilitates experimentally-driven research on 

advanced spectrum sensing, cognitive radio and cognitive networking strategies in view of horizontal & 

vertical spectrum sharing in licensed/unlicensed bands.

Fed4FIRE has established a common federation framework. Its facilities typically focus on different kinds of 

networking related research or on different communities regarding services and applications. The federation 

supports a very diverse set of requirements.

FLEX (FIRE LTE test beds for Experimentation) is enhancing FIRE’s resource pool with remotely accessible 

and highly configurable LTE resources, that will boost the experimentally driven research on the field.

Keywords: network measurements | Quality of Service/Quality of Experience | advanced spectrum sharing 

| spectrum sensing | propagation emulations | cognitive radio | SW-defined base station | network control 

| radio control | unified programming interface | open-sourceLTE platforms | LTE/LTE advanced | PHY and 

MAC layer schemes | nodes mobility/UAV.

CLOUD/SDN

Access world class testing facilities and labs via FIRE for testing Cloud-based solutions and SW-defined 

networking!

Research, development and testing of products or services related to Cloud/SDN in FIRE can be performed 

on Fed4FIRE test beds. Typical functions provided by test beds are: control of computing, storage and 

networking resources –both physical and virtual, resource manipulation, network impairments, bandwidth 
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demands, infrastructure monitoring, etc.

Keywords: emulation environment | visualisation | network topology | OpenFlow | PlanetLab | community 

networks | grid computing | zabbix | network control | dynamic scalability | multi-layer networks | wireless 

| P2P networks | load balancing

MULTIMEDIA 

Access world class testing facilities and labs via FIRE to support multimedia trials!

EXPERIMEDIA Development and testing of multimedia technologies in FIRE are offered on test bed called 

EXPERIMEDIA which targets real-time multimedia trials involving real locations and real users. EXPERIMEDIA 

offer hands-on trialling opportunities, founded on a principle of using the baseline technologies from the 

project along with additional technologies from the SME collaborator.

Keywords: virtual reality | tourist resorts | augmented reality | sports centre | 3D environment | 

gamification | content management. 

FIBRE

Access world class testing facilities and labs via FIRE for development optical access technology!

Research, Development and testing of optical access technologies in FIRE can be performed on Fed4FIRE 

facility is called UltraAccess. UltraAccess is a Next Generation Optical Access (NGOA) research test bed. 

Keywords: WDM PON | arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) | optical network terminals (ONT) | optical flow 

switching (OFS) | multipoint fibre infrastructure | NGOA | traffic engineering.

SENSORS

Access world class testing facilities and labs via FIRE for testing sensor networks. 

Research, development and testing of products/services related to Sensor Networks in FIRE can be 

performed on 4 facilities. Each facility typically consists of several single testbeds (in different geographical 

locations). The 4 facilities are: CREW, WiSHFUL, Fed4FIRE (SmartSantander) and RAWFIE. 

Fed4FIRE/SmartSantander is composed of several thousand sensors, GPRS modules, and RFID tags 

deployed both at static locations (streetlights, facades, bus stops) as well as on board of mobile vehicles 

(buses, taxis). Over the deployed test beds, several use cases can be implemented, such as traffic monitoring, 

environmental monitoring, augmented reality, different smart city applications, etc. Devices could 

provide measurements on different environmental parameters (temperature, CO, humidity, pluviometer, 

anemometer), but also noise, light, car presence, traffic density, etc.

CREW has established a federated test platform that facilitates experimentally-driven research on advanced 

spectrum sensing, cognitive radio and cognitive networking strategies in view of horizontal and vertical 

spectrum sharing in licensed and unlicensed bands.

RAWFIE (Road-, Air-and Water-based Future Internet Experimentation) provides research and experimentation 

facilities through the growing domain of unmanned networked devices. RAWFIE is a federation of test 

beds incorporating robotic devices for assessing the performance of different technologies in networking, 

sensing and mobile/autonomic application domains.

Keywords: Indoor sensor network | IoT/IoE | spectrum sensing | propagation emulations | environmental 

monitoring | remote access | portable test bed | Outdoor sensor network | network control | radio control | 

unified programming interface | nodes mobility/UAV | cognitive radio | mesh network.
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UNDERWATER IOT

Access world class testing facilities and labs via FIRE for testing underwater network device!

SUNRISE Research, development and testing of products/services related to Underwater Communications 

in FIRE can be performed on SUNRISE facilities, which aim to design acoustic modems and underwater 

acoustic communication and networking protocols that can cope with the inherent spatial and temporal 

heterogeneity of the underwater environment and the relative underwater acoustic channel.

Keywords: Acoustic modem | Underwater communication simulation | Marine environment | Port monitoring 

| Marine park protection | Fishery surveying | Landscape plotting.

Links

FUSION, www.sme4fire.eu 
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AmpliFIRE: Driving the FIRE towards 2020

Hans Schaffers, Aalto University, Paul Grace, University of Southampton, Martin Potts, Martel Consulting

Shaping the future of FIRE

The European Union’s FIRE initiative aims to make its large-scale experimental research facilities the 

backbone of European internet research and innovation by 2020. It has to choose which trends to invest in. 

It also has to determine whose needs to support and how to structure that support.

The role of AmpliFIRE is to support future directions of FIRE, particularly 2015-2020 as the most focused 

years for Horizon 2020. AmpliFIRE offers a forum to help define how FIRE will reach its goal, who sets the 

priorities based on inputs from the people who built FIRE, use its facilities or could potentially use them in 

the future. The forum brings together industry, researchers and social stakeholders to drive FIRE towards the 

best facilities and model for their needs. 

The AmpliFIRE consultation process lets users identify gaps in FIRE’s platforms and the needs of FIRE users, 

providing ways to discuss various possible research directions for the federation of internet research 

facilities. To build this road map, AmpliFIRE’s ‘FIRE Radar’ process has scanned research and industry trends, 

identifying what are the most important developments and estimating when they are likely to occur. 

From the results of this process, AmpliFIRE proposes collaboration models, service offerings and research 

opportunities to stakeholders for their feedback. This approach helps build a more responsive “pull” model, 

driven by users’ demands. 

The AmpliFIRE Radar has showed that user demand is already influencing FIRE’s evolution. Funded open calls 

and open access opportunities already drive FIRE’s offering. However, the Radar Study also identifies the 

need for a better match between the FIRE facilities and user needs. 

Aiming to increase industry participation and social innovation, AmpliFIRE provides a more organised way 

for users to show how FIRE can become a collaborative, community- and market-driven environment for 

both scientific and entrepreneurial activities.

Emerging priorities

The AmpliFIRE Radar Study shows that internet user demand will be based on four trends.

 » The Internet of Things: a global, connected network of mobile devices, product tags, sensors and actua-

tors, and mobile devices that interact so that people can achieve shared goals, without direct user input. 

Automated retail stock control systems are typical application of this trend.

 » The Internet of Services: internet-scaled service-oriented computing, such as cloud software (SaaS) or 

platforms (PaaS). 

 » The Internet of Information: sharing all types of media, data, and content across the internet in ever 

increasing amounts and combining data to generate new content.

 » The Internet of People: people to people networking, where users connect directly with other users 
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connect directly with other users privately and securely through their personal cloud. Here, the bounda-

ries between systems and users will become increasingly blurred, giving a user-directed architecture for 

the internet.

However, businesses and individuals cannot benefit from these opportunities these trends offer without the 

right internet infrastructure. The future internet needs to have an adaptable infrastructure and be software-

defined, both wired and wireless and more open than ever before. 

FIRE’s already extensive federation of different kinds of facilities lets experimenters and end users test that 

their applications work in the right environments. To support the internet’s further expansion to become 

an Internet of Things, services, information and people, FIRE will need to offer an even greater range of test 

facilities. 

This expansion will lead to a research environment that is richer than the commercial world or individual 

research labs can provide. AmpliFIRE will help users define a FIRE ecosystem, a federation of connected 

regional and urban innovation ecosystems, offering internet infrastructures, services and applications for 

industry and society.

Future Models for FIRE

AmpliFIRE’s Radar also suggests a number of possible organisational structures for FIRE to discover which best 

matches users’ needs. Each of these structures corresponds to different driving factors and uncertainties. 

Two such scenarios are the industrial co-operative model and the social innovation ecosystem model. 

Which one better fits with the business and social aims of FIRE remains to be seen.

Industrial co-operative model: in this model, commercial and non-commercial stakeholders work together 

to provide experimental infrastructures and services. The federated facilities are centrally organised as a 

single large-scale federated facility, based on well-established standards and common platforms. This lets 

FIRE support commercial R&D into new future internet technologies that require large-scale trials.

The facility offers commercial opportunities by providing new services within its test bed, such as data 

hosting, data processing and communication brokering. For SMEs and start-ups that develop new software, 

this gives them the chance to test developments across the federation’s infrastructure. Each testing facility 

can charge users on a pay-per-use basis, giving them a financial incentive to join the federation. 

With its ranging of differing infrastructures, FIRE would evolve in an organised fashion to remain at the 

cutting edge of internet research. Federating access to experimental facilities has already been a theme of 

FIRE so far, and this model would help its next generation, FIRE+, to develop processes and services for an 

extended smart environment.

Another vision – the social innovation model: Alternatively, FIRE could evolve as a self-organising research 

federation. In the social innovation ecosystem model, FIRE would become a collection of different, dynamic 

and flexible resources interacting with each other and autonomously creating new software tools to test 

applications and services. 

Facilities could include service-based infrastructures, network infrastructure, smart city test beds, user-

centred living labs and application-specific sensor-instrumented services. These would be able to use and 

potentially be composed of one another.

Under this model, FIRE’s emphasis would be more on distributed community clouds, and generating and 
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maintaining a personal footprint in a real-time wireless ‘social’ network. It would support research exploring 

interoperability issues in the Internet of Things, including shared or “sliced” use of resources.

Perhaps the most novel involvement is that people would be the creators, engineering new social computing 

platforms and services to support open, community driven innovation with the technologies and facilities 

available (often with minimal expertise). FIRE would then offer a research tool truly representative of the 

Future Internet.

Links

AmpliFIRE, www.ict-fire.eu 
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How business are benefitting from cutting-edge 
test beds funded through the European FIRE 
initiative
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UK SME IN2 innovates in future media internet with 
EXPERIMEDIA & BonFIRE

The company

IN2 is a best-of-class provider of award-winning solutions and services to interface with multimedia content. 

This small firm, headquartered in Edinburgh, transforms content repositories into extended media asset 

management systems by supplying advanced rich media indexing tools and creating flexible interfaces that 

enables search beyond metadata and descriptions, fast publishing, multi-faceted browsing and visualisations 

and speedy and smooth user access.

IN2 has benefitted from using both EXPERIMEDIA, a FIRE platform for testing new media and social 

networks at different types of smart venues, and BonFIRE an advanced multi-cloud test bed infrastructure. 

In EXPERIMEDIA, IN2 successfully concluded a trial of the site ‘Digital Schladming’, giving instant access to 

information about everything related to the ski resort, from accommodation and transport to the weather, 

events, visitor’s experiences, and, of course, the skiing.

Showcase

The ski resort was one of the smart venues in EXPERIMEDIA offering live events and communities of all ages 

and lifestyles with a digital infrastructure well placed for researching and testing innovative technologies 

for new forms of social interaction and experience. Digital Schladming is a virtual stage to showcase all the 

relevant content about Schladming to the world. 

Content is hyperlocal, that is, only related to the resort, but coming from many different sources. Content 

syndication and advanced filtering pull together only the information needed. 

It improves visitor experience by providing access to all of Schladming’s social media channels in one place 

in real time. Information feeds from social media, blogs, video and image sharing channels are aggregated, 

while registered users benefit from a private space where they can store their Schladming memories and 

instantly share them with the community.

Digital Schladming built on IN2’s ON:meedi:a platform and incorporated innovative EXPERIMEDIA 

components to enable video content delivery, collect content from multiple social media sources and 

analyse online data for relevant information. The interface boasts a powerful search functionality with 

dynamic filters for the search results. 

The result is an application that is completely web-based and responsive, making it accessible on almost all 

user devices.

Benefits for the FIRE user

IN2 has benefitted from EXPERIMEDIA trials to test its digital service for Digital Schladming before taking 

it to market. The trial proved the potential of hyperlocal content media for the broader tourism sector, 
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marking the beginning of a collaboration with the region of Schladming. IN2 also tested the platform for 

scalability with BonFIRE. The result is an innovative digital service now available on the market: mymeedia, 

which is covered in a separate paper in this eBook.

For IN2, this was an opportunity to also help local and regional stakeholders understand the level of 

investment needed to support good quality of experience, the type of multimedia content expected by 

guests and visitors, the most relevant hyper local services to them as well as added services for both the 

winter and summer seasons. 

The Schladming online presence is more dynamic and visually engaging. Stakeholders have control over the 

content they share on social media channels and are able to tap into a new opportunity for engaging guests. 

Visitors benefit from a much better experience. When planning their holiday, tourists can easily get a visual 

overview of what Schladming is about by visiting the Schladming ‘Pinboard’, a collection of images, with all 

the social media channels they can use.

EXPERIMEDIA offers the chance to access multiple smart venues-unique sports,culture and entertainment 

venues providing live events, user participation and co-creation).Venues have a technologically high-end 

infrastructures to make trials of new products and services that would potentially enhance the experience 

of locals and visitors at tourist resorts; make experiments based on collaborative working experiences 

oriented towards coaches and athletes of various sports and create multimedia exhibitions, virtual 

reconstructions and exhibits

Links

IN2, http://in-two.com/ 

EXPERIMEDIA, http://www.experimedia.eu/ 

Digital Schladming, http://www.onmeedia.com/apps/schladming 

BonFIRE, http://www.bonfire-project.eu/ 
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Spanish SME Routek commercialises new future internet 
devices with CONFINE

Victor Oncins, Routek 

The company

Routek is a small, innovative firm based in Barcelona specialised in the design, installation, maintenance 

and administration of telecommunication networks that combine wired (fibre optics, Ethernet) and 

wireless (WiFi) technologies. Routek offers technological and consulting services to both private and public 

organisations, and is a strong supporter of open source software. Routek has benefitted as a user first of 

CONFINE and subsequently as an SME user of Fed4FIRE. 

CONFINE – benefits of cloud-based community networks

Community networks, combining low-cost hardware and open source software, enable a community to 

enjoy access to the internet independently of commercial providers. The European test facility, CONFINE, 

has taken a ‘glocal’ partnership approach to providing better access to wireless internet for community 

stakeholders. It has carried out research on community networks using its Community-Lab test bed. This 

work marks the first contribution to making cloud computing a reality in community networks.

Benefits for the FIRE user

Routek came on board CONFINE through an open call for SMEs. Support at both the financial and research 

levels was a really important opportunity to analyse and improve its underlying technologies. Routek is 

now part of the CONFINE public-private partnership between citizens, local authorities, local SMEs and 

international research partners, including the Guifi.net community.

CONFINE test facility has given Routek the right resources to experiment under specific environmental 

conditions that otherwise would have been difficult to create in a lab environment.

Involvement in CONFINE brings important improvements to the Mesh Networks that Routek deploys and 

promotes. Current and future customers benefit from the subsequent development of software tools that 

will increase network performance and efficiency, providing a better quality of experience to their users, as 

well as community network users in general.

CONFINE results include the design of small and efficient computer devices for the test bed that Routek 

is now building and selling as home servers. As well as connecting more people and enriching the digital 

society, advances have helped to extend the Guifi.net community network and expand the market for 

Routek, which is also reaching new customers beyond community networks.
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Practical tips for other SMEs using a test facility

It is important for SMEs to take advantage of the opportunities for research that FIRE provides. On the one 

hand, they can gain access to experimenting facilities that, usually, only bigger companies can afford. On 

the other hand, they can get in touch with other innovative companies in their sector and public research 

institutions, exchange knowledge and collaborate in projects with shared interests, obtaining international 

visibility.

The social impact of the research projects conducted in the context of FIRE also plays a significant role 

in their success. In CONFINE, they not only have to be of significant technical or scientific relevance, but 

they have to be useful for all the Community Network users. In the case of Routek, applying open-source 

licensing to our software projects has broadened the reach of the projects not only to our customers, but 

to an entire community that contributes back by providing feedback, suggestions and code contribution.

Links

Routek, http://routek.net 

Mesh Community Networks are based on Quick Mesh Project firmware and the BMX6 dynamic routing 

protocol, http://routek.net/software.html 

CONFINE, http://confine-project.eu/ 

Community-Lab test bed, http://community-lab.net/ 
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Insights on the Internet of Things
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A life more quantified

Interview with Mirko Presser on the progress of IoT in Europe by Milon Gupta, Eurescom and Editor-in-

Chief of Eurescom Message

The Internet of Things is coming. What has been just a vision some years ago is now becoming reality in all 

areas of life. This raises questions on social and economic impacts as well as challenges and opportunities 

for Europe. To better understand the current status of the Internet of Things (IoT), Milon Gupta interviewed 

one of the leading IoT experts in Europe, Mirko Presser of the Alexandra Institute in Denmark, who has been 

working in several European IoT projects and is president of the IoT Forum.

How will the Internet of Things change European society and economy in 

the next five years? 

Presser: Predicting the future is hard. But if we look at the trends, we can see that the IoT has already had 

impacts across many industries, government and individuals. 

For example, from an industry perspective, IoT is changing how we are doing business. The move from out-

of-the-box products to services has been going on for some time now, but the IoT is accelerating this. Take 

the case of Rolls-Royce; they are selling their jet engines by flight hours. This pay-per-use model has now 

become feasible for much cheaper products-as-a-service, for example Car2Go and Hilti, and soon this will 

be seen in products that do not cost thousands of euros but less than 50 or even 10 euro. So, pay-per-use as 

a business model will grow rapidly and create a sharing economy. 

From a government and infrastructure perspective we are already experiencing that services are becoming 

cheaper by introducing digitisation. The IoT offers this digitisation of more and more services as well as 

added value services. Existing examples are smart metering, street lighting or contactless payment. In the 

future, the introduction of technologies such as the driverless car will revolutionise transportation.

On the individual level, we are today experiencing the IoT in terms of gadgets, like the weight-scale, the 

fitness wristband, the plant sensor and others – an endless array of products promising us a better life. This 

trend is on the one hand fuelled by the big names, like Nike, Adidas and Garmin – all of them offer great 

wristbands. However, there is a new group of entrepreneurs joining the market; the makers, for example, 

The Hug, DrinkMate, Blink, RunScribe, elemoon, and others. They are all active Kickstarter projects, meaning 

they are based on crowdfunding, who are starting to make an impact. 

What progress has been achieved in European research on IoT, and what 

research challenges lie ahead?

Presser: In the last two years, the IoT has matured rapidly. I recall the time before the end of 2012. Getting 

funding for IoT was difficult. Talking about IoT products was based on RFID and at best M2M. Politicians 

rarely acknowledged IoT as something interesting. Today everyone is talking about the IoT, and funding is 
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much more readily available – and more competitive. So research has matured. It has also given way to 

market forces and commercialisation. 

Research has proven the basic concepts of the IoT – low cost, small size ICT in everything as well as the 

platforms to manage these devices and the data processing that need to come with it. But this does not 

mean we are done in terms of research. There are many challenges that need to be addressed. 

Personally, I am interested in addressing the interoperability of the IoT – this has a lot to do with standards, 

but we need to put emphasis on novel research in, for example, semantic interoperability and APIs.

Other topics that I find essential are the ethical implications of the Internet of Things – how will a world 

that quantifies everything change society and government?

And finally, how will the Internet change when the IoT has been absorbed into its patchwork of protocols? 

Something that for instance CoRE at the IETF is doing with COAP, the constrained application protocol. 

What are the security risks of IoT, and how should they be addressed?

Presser: each time we deploy a device, we create a weakness in the system. That is sort of the worst-case 

assumption that we can make. But there is a lot of truth in this. Even if we do not see it as a weakness in 

terms of cyber-attacks, we need to consider that if we digitise a service and rely on it, a power outage or 

otherwise a failure will cripple this service and we cannot use it anymore. 

So the question we need to ask ourselves is simple – what is a good pace of adopting IoT? Do we need to 

introduce new processes of introducing new technology into critical infrastructures and services? Do we 

need to ask ethical questions before we deploy a set of sensors in the environment?

Today I think we are falling short and are often blinded by technology being oversold. In the future we 

should introduce a more rigorous approach to testing possible security risks before wider deployments are 

in place.

We need to have large-scale experimental deployments and test solutions closer to the end user – ideally 

jointly with the end user – and in more realistic conditions.

What are the business opportunities of the Internet of Things for 

European companies?

Presser: I think there are currently three main for IoT business: firstly, pay-per-use service, which means 

moving from out-of-the-box products to servicification; secondly gadgets, what I would call the glamour 

and promise of technology; and thirdly cheaper services and processes via digitisation which save time and 

cost. Europe has been a strong IoT player globally. I think for much of the time Europe has been the leader in 

IoT research. Evidence are the many successful IoT conferences in Europe as well as Cisco’s choice to launch 

their IoT World Forum in Barcelona last year.

However, there seems to be a disconnect between the research community and business. The many results 

that so many EU projects have produced are locked away in unread reports and implicit in the research 

community. The IoT Forum is countering that by bringing together industry with the research community to 

facilitate a faster knowledge exchange. Time will tell, if we will be fast enough to close the gap.
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How well are European ICT companies positioned to compete in the IoT 

market?

Presser: Europe has some great industrial leadership, entrepreneurs and makers. And we have the research 

capacity in the IoT that is at a higher standard, still, compared to any other region. Europe is also still the 

largest single market globally. So on paper I think we are in a great position.

However, we need to solve the fragmentation issue. Industries are traditional and slow to react the larger 

they are. Companies such as Schneider Electric, Siemens, Bosch and Grundfos are building up competences 

and starting an organisational change process to react to the IoT – but it is a slow process, and my feeling 

is that the wheel is being reinvented from time to time. Entrepreneurs and makers need readily available 

knowledge to create impact. So, the disconnect or fragmentation between the commercial impact and 

research is evident. 

Links

Alexandra Institute, www.alexandra.dk

IoT Forum, www.iotforum.org

IoT Week 2015, http://iot-week.eu/ 
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New start-ups & new services: from intelligent 
networks to new digital media services to user-
centric smart city services
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Incelligent: Self – optimising Mobile & Wi-Fi networks 
exploiting predictive analytics of heterogeneous (telco/
non-telco) data

Serafim Kotrotsis, Panagiotis Demestichas, Kostas Tsagkaris, Incelligent

The company

Incelligent revolutionises wireless network management. This Athens-based start-up provides software that 

predicts the traffic on a network and optimises its radio access part in real-time. Capitalising on highly 

heterogeneous data sources (network and non-network), Incelligent foresees the state of a network across 

its elements delivering accurate predictive network analytics. Furthermore, Incelligent’s software transforms 

a network into an intelligent autonomous system that exploits predictions in order to automatically tune 

itself continuously optimising service quality, revenues and costs. 

Markets/sectors targeted

The target customers of Incelligent’s innovative software are Telecommunication System Vendors, Network 

Operators and other telecommunication service providers (e.g., airports, shopping malls, public institutions) 

who need to manage their wireless networks in the most efficient and least costly manner. All these can 

become significantly more competitive and efficient by predicting the future state of their network and 

thus proactively taking appropriate actions.

Measurements from indicative use cases (e.g. Metropolitan stations, high traffic and density urban areas, 

commercial or cultural hotspots etc.) have verified that Incelligent’s software can impressively simplify and 

automate the management of complex heterogeneous networks, while resulting in faster data downloads 

up to 70% and achieving cost savings up to 45%.

Innovation Headlines

Incelligent’s software can be considered as an advanced, next generation self-optimizing network (SON) 

framework that covers different wireless networking infrastructures. The offered predictive analytics are 

valuable for the management of 2G / 3G / 4G and Wi-Fi networks as they build and exploit knowledge 

on where, when and what kind of traffic to prepare the network for. Moreover, they are at least equally 

interesting (if not more) for an organization managing a multi-vendor and / or multi-technology network 

of a substantial number of components. Incelligent provides advanced real – time wireless network 

optimisation autonomy capitalising on its accurate, machine-learning based predictions, and other 

knowledge management techniques. 

Incelligent innovates by providing an integrated approach to wireless network management, extending 
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existing edge technologies by adding concepts that are not currently addressed to wireless network 

management. 

In brief, Incelligent integrates:

 » Knowledge management methodologies creating a system that learns.

 » Pattern recognition concepts identifying significant phenomena.

 » Prediction techniques to identify the conditions and the probability under which an identified pattern is 

expected to re-appear.

 » Data clustering concepts so that to articulate and distinguish valuable inputs among millions of data that 

only create noise.

 » SON concepts, in order to continuously adjust to state.

 » Valuation mechanisms, so that to adjust to policy objectives and support autonomy based on configurable 

weights.

 » real-time decisions based on the reduced problem - space that is enabled by the aforementioned methods.

Incelligent’s key innovation points include the following:

Predictive analytics based: Incelligent enhances the value of current edge optimisation techniques through 

predictions. Incelligent acts as a framework for selecting the optimal schema for real-time network 

optimization, based on the traffic that it foresees. SONs and other advanced management methods become 

more efficient through Incelligent software that includes a toolkit that can pick - among others - a 3rd party 

SON algorithm that optimally matches the traffic pattern expected. 

Exploitation of highly heterogeneous data: Incelligent bases its predictions on the exploitation of highly 

heterogeneous inputs, which can be classified as network-related (e.g., QoS KPIs, network performance 

aspects, etc.) or non-network-related (e.g., weather, mobility levels, events). This aspect leads to richer 

insights regarding the anticipated network states and the actions that will be needed.

Knowledge – based predictive management: Incelligent capitalises on a unique combination of big data 

analytics, machine learning, neural networks, no-SQL database technology and other advanced knowledge 

building methods in order to create a platform that associates identified patterns with management 

policies and to be able to instantly activate the most efficient one when a specific pattern occurrence is 

commencing. 

Multi – technology: Commercial wireless networks are typically multi – vendor and multi – technology. 

Legacy 2G co-exists with currently dominant 3G along with the gradually extensively adopted 4G, also 

deployed with several different cell layers including macro, micro, pico, femto cells. Moreover several 

mobile network operators launch carrier Wi-Fi services. To the extent adopted, current self-optimization 

frameworks address just one specific technology, let alone the infrastructures of different vendors. 

Incelligent simplifies this management complexity by an umbrella approach. Focusing on optimal quality 

of service and efficiency Incelligent seamlessly manages networks of different vendors and co-existing 

wireless technologies and cell layers.

Resource optimisation and customer management in harmony: until now the worlds of network resource 

optimisation and customer management (CRM) have been completely separated. Incelligent changes all this. 

The multi-source predictive analytics of Incelligent simplify the process of addressing complex challenges 
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that include customer individual habits and value, network service quality and telecommunication service 

promotions in a single platform that can effectively address the omni-channel view of customer experience. 

Incelligent creates a new paradigm. It proves that wireless networks domain expertise, artificial intelligence 

and big data techniques can create smart networks that deliver better services to users, consume 

substantially less energy and are financially much more efficient. 

Links

Incelligent, http://www.incelligent.net/

Twitter: @incelligent (https://twitter.com/Incelligent)

LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/incelligent
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Get on stage with mymeedia

George Ioannidis, IN2

Sharing updates on multiple social media channels is now common for all major events. But once the event 

is over, the content fades out and is just part of the “social noise”. It cannot be retrieved, cannot be and there 

is no way for event organisers to make it relevant again. All that remains are single, isolated statements and 

posts that are very difficult to put into context.

Not any more with mymeedia. mymeedia facilitates the organisation of the event’s online multimedia 

presence and helps them gain back online audiences that otherwise are lost on a variety of social platforms. 

In short, a mymeedia stage means a rewarding and engaging experience participants and organisers will 

want to repeat again and again.

The mymeedia service sets up stages, by unifying files, social media posts and web feeds. Stages work 

especially well when their content is around a specific topic or theme. 

What makes mymeedia especially attractive is that it goes far beyond pure social media aggregation 

because it has a powerful content management and publishing backend. This means that event organisers 

can not only capture the social voice of the people attending or monitoring the event but also to integrate 

web feeds, multimedia files (photos, documents, presentations, audio/visual material) and user generated 

content this making mymeedia an event-centric content hub, collecting everything in one place. 

A mymeedia stage is perfect for engaging with participants before, during and after the event. It builds 

up shareable event resources and gives organisers the tools to highlight what is most worth remembering. 

Everything works off the shelf across devices, operating systems and browsers. The stages of mymeedia 

are responsive and adjust to the device automatically. Since mymeedia is a web-based application, there is 

nothing to install and to run it, other than an Internet browser.

What’s more, with the built-in content exploration features, event participants discover related posts and 

easily search and filter the complete event based on who has posted, which tags have been used, and what 

was said. People attending or monitoring the event can quickly find a topic in which they are interested in, 

the key actors and influencers of this topic and network.

Mymeedia offers event organisers the tools to transform every possible highlight of an event into a story, 

telling for example about “Conference Keynotes”, “Best paper awards”, “Q&A sessions”, “Moments from the 

evening reception”. Organisers turn their events into highly shareable memorable experiences, which don’t 

stay only on social media but can be embedded into the event websites too.

Links

mymeedia, http://mymeedia.com/ 

Follow mymeedia on twitter: @mymeedia

Based on original blog by George Ioannidis published in the Digital Agenda for Europe, https://ec.europa.eu/

digital-agenda/en/blog/get-stage-mymeedia, January 2015
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CROSS - Citizen Reinforcing Open Smart Synergies

Prof. Fabrizio Davide, Scientific Coordinator of CROSS

Focus area

CROSS focuses on nurturing an innovation ecosystem that generates digital services and applications that 

make use of information generated by users in the smart city environment. CROSS recognises unexploited 

opportunities for services and applications in the non-monetary economy, where new needs and practices 

are emerging, and where a new sector of the digital single market has the potential for sustainable, inclusive 

and smart growth. The priorities of the Europe 2020 Flagship “European platform against poverty” is a key 

driver behind this approach. 

Fig. 1 shows the many local dimensions where CROSS is proving in a way to organise social services that is 

citizen-centric and based on real user experience, while emphasising the role of non-monetary contributions 

in a marketplace of services, where the citizen can determine the value of the services offered by multiple 

actors, and providing local government with a better approach to policy making. 

Stakeholders

CROSS targets elderly people for assistance, immigrants for social inclusion, school dropouts and poor 

culture people for learning communities, as well as disabled people for general support (nearly 63,000 

at present as per Fig. 2). CROSS builds on existing activities and services with the aim of reinforcing and 

expanding their impact. Some of the co-opted initiatives rely on public welfare, others on time banking 

and mutual service communities, some on pure volunteering, mainly performed in an under-digitalised and 

wishful manner. 

Thanks to CROSS, citizens are now empowered in the choice of providers and trade of services in the 

municipality, while volunteers and contractors are trained and involved in feeding the new CROSS 

collaborative platform. All of them will increase awareness for co-production of services of public interest. 

What’s more, CROSS conveys the message to entire municipalities to get across a basic understanding of the 

role of non-monetary economy in towns and cities.
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Fig1. Citizens involved in CROSS up to February 2015.
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Fig2. Citizens involved in CROSS ordered per category up to February 2015.

Showcase –how CROSS is innovating 

In a low growth economy, social cohesion is the real challenge for a community to become “smart”. CROSS 

offers a digital platform of integrated off-the-shelf components that generalise the concept of monetary 

transaction at a higher level, including instances of public service and their governance, and peering between 

a volunteer and a citizen. Several studies have demonstrated that, if we had a tool to measure the economic 

value of synergies between people, we would be richer than we might think. For Italy, the increase has been 

estimated to be 110% of GDP. Thus CROSS is well placed to promote growth beyond money circulation, by 

discovering and enlightening every flavour of non-monetary contribution to the economy and reinforcing 
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the rights of citizens and their freedom of choice.

A key outcome of the CROSS technology is to ease the management processes of the various initiatives 

providing seamless integration with currently more rudimentary but consolidated systems while increasing 

statistical data in terms of the number of participants, non-monetary transactions, and perceptual 

satisfaction. To date, the Multi Service Platform (MSP) is managing a portfolio of over 120 services targeted 

(see Fig. 3), with more than half a million instances of service, collected and analysed since May 2014 (see 

Fig. 4). Being able to interoperate with any platform, the CROSS Multi Service Platform layer is designed to 

provide homogeneous assessment and reporting for the entire portfolio. 

Fig. 3. Share of service areas managed by CROSS up to February 2015.

Fig. 4. CROSS has collected and analysed 581.211 instances of service (“transactions”) since May 2014. The 

graphs report the share per service area and citizen category.
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Another important result is the use in CROSS of web and mobile technologies for sharing information 

across citizens, operators and anyone else involved, as a trigger for horizontal subsidiary. Mechanisms 

for the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the activities make the agents more aware of the value 

of their participation. This enables a more informed discussion on governance decisions for services of 

public interest, including funding and public-private partnership (so called “Incentive Programmes”). The 

project promotes transparency and community empowerment as bottom-up activities acquire importance 

to public authorities, while administration endorsement of certain actors can be checked against actual 

impact. Thus CROSS is creating governance capabilities to facilitate the consultation, discussion, decision 

making, and implementation of new or replicated initiatives right across the global ecosystem. Any city 

or region will be enabled to adopt the CROSS model and benefit from the combination of technology 

knowledge and practical procedures made possible. 

CROSS also acts as a catalyst for a community of developers working together to serve citizens, with the 

aim of creating new services based on the MSP. Developers not traditionally involved in public services 

are gaining access not only to a rich environment of groups and experiences and an incredible wealth of 

information, but also to a qualified assessment of them. This approach, combined with the adoption of 

technology neutrality, open source and privacy protection, is very effective in fostering a self-sustaining 

environment for a richer community economy.

The CROSS vision is depicted in Fig. 5, which spotlights the outcomes of good practices come for public 

administrators, the elderly, students, volunteers, the physically challenged, counsellors and professionals, 

in a town, usually too busy to care for those in need. 

Funding

CROSS has received funding from the European Union’s Competitiveness and Innovation Framework 

Programme under grant agreement no. CIP 325141.

Links

www.crossproject.eu 
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Emerging FIRE ecosystem of services
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FORGE: Pushing eLearning into new territories

John Domingue, Knowledge Media Institute, The Open University

FORGE (Forging Online Education through FIRE) is part of the online education revolution. In particular 

it is bridging the gap between FIRE (Future Internet Research and Experimentation) and the educational 

community. In short FORGE is turning FIRE into a learning resource. To push the boundaries of online 

teaching, FORGE will very soon be releasing an open call to extend the use of the project’s methodologies 

and tools to external learners, educators and researchers from any domain.

Showcase

FORGE delivers a comprehensive environment for introducing the eLearning community to experimentally 

driven research, and also to act as a training facility for FIRE in general. Through the project’s development 

methodologies and best practices, FIRE experimentation facilities are offered to learners and to the learning 

community in general. In particular FORGE enables FIRE experiments to be setup and run by learners within 

an eBook.

FORGE has already developed a number of prototype courses targeting both at the content specific 

learning goals of the course (such as understanding a certain communication protocol) and at the basic and 

advanced usage of FIRE facilities for creating experiments. Our current offerings in the form of an eBook 

available for tablet devices can be found on the FORGE website. FORGE also makes available supporting 

interactive widgets and FIRE adapters also on the website.

New opportunities

But it doesn’t stop here. These prototype courses only form the stepping-stone for a whole new world in 

education! FORGE is currently launching a call that offers the opportunity to educational institutions to 

build their own widgets and innovative interactive courses and include them to their curricula. Successful 

candidates will be entitled to free access to the FORGE tools and processes and guaranteed support by 

the FORGE consortium, covering guided training and technical assistance. The consortium will also provide 

relevant documentation and tutorials. Moreover, cloud infrastructure to build courses is offered for free by 

GRNET, the Greek Research and Education Network.

All FORGE tools, processes and the platform will be open and available to the general, potential users 

and contributors. FORGE will act as a conduit facilitating the passing of lessons learnt to the FIRE facility 

owners, so that both the educational and FIRE communities will be engaged and benefit from the initiative.

Links

FORGE, http://ict-forge.eu/

Courses available through FORGEBox, http://www.forgebox.eu/.
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iBook, http://ict-forge.eu/ibook-download-instructions/

FORGEStore, http://www.forgestore.eu/#/

Open Call, http://ict-forge.eu/opencall/
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FLEX - Extending the FIRE ecosystem with LTE

Nikos Makris, University of Thessaly

FLEX (FIRE LTE test beds for Experimentation) brings an important missing piece to the FIRE ecosystem 

cellular access technologies and Long-Term Evolution (LTE). It is enhancing FIRE’s resource pool with 

remotely accessible and highly configurable LTE resources, that will boost experimentally driven research 

in the field.

Focus area

FLEX’s experimentation environment features both open source platforms and configurable commercial 

equipment that span macro-cell, pico-cell and small-cell setups. FLEX builds upon current FIRE test bed 

management and experiment control tools, extends them to provide support for the new LTE components 

and develops specialised monitoring tools and methodologies.

Market(s)/sector(s) targeted

Since FLEX is federating several LTE-enabled test bed islands throughout Europe, it paves the way for 

scientists and innovators to bring out standardised and safe innovations for the public, allowing them to test 

potential future technologies under real conditions and at a large scale. Therefore, FLEX aims in attracting 

experimenters from the academic and the industrial sector that will take advantage of the real experimental 

infrastructure and tools. The target sector is telecommunications, computer networking, cellular networks 

and machine-to-machine communications. Prototypes enabling innovation on all these fields are already 

available throughout the FLEX facility.

FLEX innovation headlines

As FLEX is currently during its second year, the test-bed extensions have already taken place, and several 

experimental tools are provisioned to the experimenters. The test beds upon which we build are featuring 

heterogeneous networking equipment that is already present at each site, enabling the creation of topologies 

with joint wired and wireless networking resources. In this context, we use OpenFlow, the widely known 

SDN enabler, behind the LTE Evolved Packet Core network to categorise the traffic that is received from the 

LTE access network. According to the LTE-specific Quality of Service (QoS) network parameters (e.g. QCi 

and ARP retention policy, etc.) used for each wireless client, we create the appropriate traffic flow in the 

wired backbone beyond the LTE network. By inspecting the traffic and using a specifically built OpenFlow 

controller, we are able to create a distinct network environment for each wireless client, thus affecting the 

perceived Quality of Experience (QoE). We apply this test scenario, between two different NITOS test beds, 

one using the LTE equipment and one using the WiMAX infrastructure. The two participating smartphones 

are able to communicate using a Layer 2 interconnection. Two different types of traffic are sent; VoIP traffic 
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initiated from an LTE enabled smartphone to the WiMAX enabled smartphone and background traffic. By 

making use of SDN, we manage to prioritise the VoIP traffic over the background traffic.

As such an experiment shows, FLEX has already built the appropriate software for enabling software defined 

access behind the LTE equipment. These tools are fully compatible with the existing established

FIRE platforms and are given free-of charge to any experimenter that wants to conduct LTE-related 

experiments over the FLEX platform. Hardware and software is a plus for these experimenters, but, especially 

the SMEs who tend to favour scale at the expense of sophisticated equipment.

Figure 1: Demonstration of the SDN enabled LTE and WiMAX network.

This work involves mainly the academic community but it can involve public audience as well. Although, their 

interest stems from diverse origins, the main contribution of this architecture focuses on the exploitation of 

the users’ resources to enable new use cases and new business models in communication.

Links

http://www.flex-project.eu/
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SmartFIRE: EU-South Korea Cooperation on Future Internet 
Infrastructures

Kostas Choumas - University of Thessaly; Thanasis Korakis - University of Thessaly; Hyunwoo Lee - Seoul 

National University; Donghyun Kim - Seoul National University; Junho Suh - Seoul National University; 

Ted “Taekyoung” Kwon - Seoul National University; Pedro Martinez-Julia - University of Murcia; Antonio 

Skarmeta - University of Murcia; Taewan You – ETRI; Nina Kurose – UPMC; Serge Fdida – UPMC; JongWon 

Kim - GIST

The Future Internet Research & Experimentation (FIRE) initiative of the European Commission has brought 

Europe several large-scale test beds and platforms that offer a rich set of original, cutting-edge and diverse 

technologies for the future internet. Wireless technologies and federation architectures are key areas of 

European expertise. Co-operation with South Korea is now helping new knowledge exchange and driving 

advances on software-defined network (SDN) technologies. Both sides are significantly benefitting from 

expanding and federating existing future internet test beds to create a shared, large-scale infrastructure. 

Such an infrastructure is key to enabling the design and implementation of innovative protocols that take 

advantage of leading network technologies.

International Expertise

SmartFIRE focuses on enabling SDN experimentation in wireless test beds exploiting future internet 

infrastructures in South Korea and Europe. 

Software-defined network changes the landscape of communication networks. South Korea has conducted 

leading research on SDN technologies and actively promotes OpenFlow experimentation. Put simply, 

OpenFlow is an industry-standard SDN communications protocol that facilitates more sophisticated traffic 

management and engineering. Partners from South Korea in SmartFIRE are helping promote OpenFlow 

experimentation in Europe. On the European side, SmartFIRE partners are helping broaden the South Korean 

expertise on wireless networking.

Federation of the infrastructures plays a vital role in enabling large-scale networking experimentation and 

distributed applications by including resources in a single experiment instance. SmartFIRE is capitalising 

on expertise gained through initiatives like OpenLab and, more recently, OneLab, which makes test beds 

freely available to researchers through a single access point with a unique credential and common set of 

tools through which the various platforms can be accessed. In SmartFIRE, test-bed extension and federation 

in Europe and South Korea cover WiFi nodes, wireless sensors and supporting WiMax, LTE and OpenFlow 

technologies.

Showcase

SmartFIRE has successfully concluded its first year of co-operation in developing the necessary hardware 
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and software tools, creating the missing extensions and validating their efficiency. New OpenFlow switches 

have been deployed and the OMF6 framework has been appropriately extended and installed in a unified 

way in both Europe and South Korea. Three test beds are already provisioning resources on the SmartFIRE 

portal. 

A key outcome of these developments is the initial deployment of demonstrations that illustrate partially 

the functionality that SmartFIRE will provide by the end of 2015, enabling experimentation on content and 

mobility based communications. 

Main achievements are: 

 » OpenFlow switches and Linux boxes with innovative functionality have been deployed in EU and KR sides 

respectively.

 » OMF6 has been appropriately extended and installed in both European and South Korean sides (except for 

GIST - Gwangju Institute of Science & Technology and KISTI - Korea Institute of Science and Technology 

Information). 

 » SmartFIRE portal is up and running, while University of Thessaly (UTH) Seoul National University (SNU) 

and University of Murcia (UMU) already provision their resources using this.

 » The aimed functionality has been developed partially, enabling experimentation on content and mobility 

based communications. 

 » University of Thessaly (UTH) has implemented a Backpressure based scheme for multicast forwarding 

over wireless meshes, using the Click Modular Router. 

 » Seoul National University (SNU) is a pioneer in the content based forwarding, extending OMF6 to 

support experimentation with the widely used CCNx software. 

 » University of Murcia (UMU) and Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) have 

enhanced their MOFI framework for experimentation on wireless connectivity aspects that are related 

to the devices mobility (handover, etc.).

 » Successful physical interconnection of two islands through the GÉANT and Korean/KREONET networks 

has been implemented, while further extensions including all islands are already initiated.  

Real life scenarios will demonstrate the full potential of the interconnection of European and South 

Korean test beds. The scenarios have been designed by taking into account the current trend in research 

experimentation, which involves large-scale intercontinental facilities with distributed resources, prone to 

communication errors and bottlenecks, where novel and efficient schemes using emerging technologies are 

needed to overcome such barriers in communication.

Links

SmartFIRE, http://eukorea-fire.eu/ and OneLab, www.onelab.eu 
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